
 
CLIENT & RELATIONSHIP:  The International Interior Design 
Association (IIDA) first approached Neuman’s Kitchen in 2010 to cater their annual 
cocktail party.  We have continued to work with them ever since.

CHALLENGE: Create a remarkable event that will impress New York’s most elite 
group of designers in the city while adhering to a strict budget, year after year. 

SOLUTION: Our approach begins with understanding the client’s vision. We listen  
for the important details and amplify them throughout the planning process. Once the theme 
is confirmed, we assist with selecting the right venue to bring the event to life.  Our chefs then 
work closely with the event committee to design imaginative menus that tie seamlessly into 
the theme.  

HOW WE TOLD THEIR STORY: 
Recent themes have included Tim Burton’s Alice in Wonderland, “Under the Big Top” and 
Color Invasion. For Alice in Wonderland, the team at Neuman’s Kitchen fell down the rabbit 
hole alongside the committee. Guests were delighted by heart-shaped truffle grilled cheese 
sandwiches with smoked tomato jam, deviled eggs with purple Cheshire yolk, a Mad Hatter 
dessert station served on custom props created by our in-house design team. The event 
was playfully impactful - filled with excitement, energy and entertainment – exactly as the 

organizers envisioned. 

     CLIENT STORY: 
COLLABORATION + CREATIVITY

http://www.iida.org/
http://www.iida.org/


CLIENT & RELATIONSHIP: Over twenty years ago, Neuman’s 
Kitchen was selected to provide catering services for one of the world’s most prestigious 
Diplomatic conference centers. During our tenure as in-house caterer we have served 
Presidents, Chiefs of Staff for the U.S. military, elite journalists, and leaders from around the world. 

CHALLENGE: Cater to diplomats and political business leaders who convene 
confidentially to discuss issues of world importance.  Our greatest challenge is to provide 
offerings that satisfy the dietary preferences of a multi-cultural group. With a consistent flow of 
guests coming from various countries, it’s critical to be conscious of creating a highly diverse 
menu. The environment, guests and nature of the events are constantly evolving.

SOLUTION: By creating new menus seasonally, we have evolved and developed 
with the diverse tastes of the association. Now decades after our first meal together, Neuman’s 
Kitchen continues to deliver first-class service and thoughtful culinary experiences. 

HOW WE DID IT: 
The lines of communication are always open - which means we are constantly aware of every 
detail. Our wait staff are trained to carefully observe guest preferences and refine menus 
accordingly. We keep our ears to the ground to collect guest feedback. Managing small 
details contribute to a successful big picture. 

     CLIENT STORY: 
EMBRACING LONGEVITY



 
CLIENT & RELATIONSHIP: In 2007, Neuman’s Kitchen 
was contacted by a prospective client to regularly serve lunch for 250 employees. 
Nine years and approximately 400,000 meals later, the program is still going strong. 

CHALLENGE: The company’s previous caterers were unable to keep 
employees engaged for longer than two years. Seeking to create a long-term partner, 
the client needed a caterer who could consistently deliver interesting menus on time 
and on trend. 

SOLUTION: Neuman’s Kitchen enhanced their daily culinary experience 
with new innovative practices. Our improvements led to improved sustainability, a 
higher level of staff engagement and hospitality their employees could appreciate. 
Today our chefs create a series of curated, well-balanced menus that satisfy a wide 
variety of dietary preferences. 

HOW WE DID IT:  By assessing the employee demographic and 
targeting their needs, we were able to design an approach that surpassed their 
expectations. We used the knowledge gained to understand exactly what the client 
required and how to customize a cohesive strategy. 

     CLIENT STORY: 
A DAILY CULINARY EXPERIENCE

@neumanskitchen     #DeliciouslyInspired



MORE STORIES

 
Fashion Brand 
In 2015, A leading fashion brand engaged Neuman’s Kitchen to manage their hospitality needs for market 

weeks as well as in-house meetings and conferences. They were looking for a fresh approach to catering that 

would enhance their brand in the eyes of their guests and employees.   

Services include: full-service cocktail parties, breakfasts, dinners and grab-and-go boxed meals. Chefs, 

bakers and NK service leaders meet periodically with the event managers to make sure that products and 

services continue to evolve and exceed their expectations. 

“These mini BLT’s are the best things that have ever happened to me.” -Fashion client, 2015

Accounting Firm – Special Events
In 2012, one of the top four accounting firms reached out to Neuman’s Kitchen to cater their annual post-

conference cocktail party. This event was held for 1,000 guests at one of New York’s premier cultural 

institutions, buying out the in-house caterer allowing NK to work their magic. 

For the past three years Neuman’s Kitchen has created unique, custom-designed stations showcasing 

internationally curated foods while dressing wait staff and bartenders in bow-ties of the company color. 

Each year NK has refined and updated the food selections and presentations to the delight of the guests.

Accounting Firm – Daily Services
In 2009 a top-four accounting firm hired NK to assist with their catering at offices throughout the city. 

Designing menus and delivery systems to accommodate a variety of needs and schedules NK has collaborated 

with the client as they have consolidated offices and refined their offerings. They continue to evolve and refine 

their offerings.  The client recently stated:  

“On behalf of  our team,  I want to tell you how much we appreciate the endless hours of service you dedicated to 

getting all food orders’ completed on time. I have always received quality service from your Company, and Jennifer 

extended help is a prime example of this. Such service builds great working relationships. Our customer’s/ clients was 

delighted with the presentation and especially appreciated your suggested modifications. The extra time and effort you 

put in were certainly worthwhile. It’s a pleasure to work with people who know the meaning of efficiency!!!!”


